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The Irish Funds Industry
in numbers - June 2019
€4.8tn

€2.7tn

€2.1tn

Total assets under
administration in
Ireland

Total domiciled
funds in Ireland

Total non-domiciled
funds in Ireland

€95bn

40%

7,531

Net sales of domiciled
funds in 2018

Percentage of hedge
funds that Ireland
services

Number of funds
domiciled in
Ireland

60%

€2.029tn

€681bn

Ireland’s share of
European ETFs

Net assets of UCITS
in Ireland

Net assets of AIFs
in Ireland

Source: Irish Funds – Industry Statistics: June 2019
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AWM regulatory landscape:
May 2019 - July 2019
Funding Levies – Financial Services Industry
Levy Regulations 2019
On 15 May 2019, the Minister of Finance published
the Regulations for 2019 in accordance with the
Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman Council,
under the Ombudsman Act 2017. These Regulations
provide for each financial service provider to be
liable to pay an annual levy in respect of the services
to the financial services industry provided by the
Ombudsman.
The Financial Services Industry Levy Regulations
provide for the collection and recovery of the levy and
for certain obligations in respect of record-keeping
and self-assessment by financial services providers.
These Regulations also provide for the calculation of
the required levy contribution for the year ended 31
December 2019 payable by each category of financial
services provider.
The Legislation is available here.



Funding Levies - Strategy Plan 2019

Euronext – Growth Markets Rulebook Update
On 11 June 2019, Euronext published its Growth
Markets Rulebook. The lengthy document is split into
two section; harmonised rules and non-harmonised
rules.
The harmonised rules section focusses on; conditions
and procedures for first admission to trading, ongoing
obligations, trading rules, and measures/breach of
obligations.
The non-harmonised section deals with; additional
rules for the Euronext growth market operated by
Euronext Brussels, Paris & Dublin. The information
on the three markets covers a broad range of areas
including application documents, transactions,
disclosures, and ongoing obligations. The final section
concludes the Rulebook with a chapter on sanctions
and appeals.
Financial services firms that have a relationship with
Euronext are advised to make themselves aware of the
new Rulebook.
The Rulebook is available here.

On 14 June 2019, the CBI published a Press Release
which details the approach that has been agreed
with the Department of Finance (‘DoF’) in relation to
financial services regulation and supervision costs.
The CBI is providing early notice detailing how these
costs will be funded in the coming years.



The guidance issued by the Minister for Finance &
Public Expenditure and Reform, Pascal Donohoe,
outlines the move to 100% industry funding of these
costs by 2024. The pathway will be based on a
“user-pays” principle with the goal of ending taxpayer
payments for financial regulation costs. Future levies
will be calculated on incurred costs resulting in this
year’s levy being issued and payable in 2020.
The funding levy strategy plan is available
here.
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AWM regulatory landscape:
May 2019 - July 2019
UCITS – Revised Regulations

The Guidance is available here.

On 6 June 2019, the CBI published revised UCITS
regulations (S.I. No. 230 of 2019). These new
regulations consolidate the 2015 UCITS regulations and
its subsequent amendments.
The amendments are broken out into four areas and the
key updates to each topic is included below;
•

UCITS share class provisions: Under-hedged
positions cannot fall below 95% of the portion of
the net asset value of the share class.

•

UCITS performance fee provisions: Fees calculated
cannot crystallise more than once per year, and
fees paid shall not occur more than once per year.

•

General clarifications of the CBI UCITS regulations:
The CBI clarified that the regulation related to the
holding of ancillary liquidity applies in the case of
any single credit institution.

•

Money market funds: Certain provisions have been
dis-applied due to the implementation of the EU
Money Market Fund Regulation (‘MMFR’).

The Legislation is available here.

UCITS – Q&A Update
On 06 June 2019, the CBI released its twenty sixth
edition of the UCITS Q&A document.
This update contains five new/updated sections from
the previous update on 29 March 2019;
•

ID 1085: Designated email addresses for Irish
UCITS management companies should be
communicated to the CBI through the UCITS
application form. If the email address changes,
the firm should communicate the new address
immediately with the updated details by filing a
Regulatory Report Return on the Online Reporting
System with the updated details.

•

ID 1090: Permitted UCITS performance fees
under UCITS Regulations are acceptable on
an individual investor level or at a share class/
fund level, as adjusted for subscriptions and
redemptions.

•

ID 1091: UCITS are allowed to crystallise and
pay a performance fee upon the redemption
of its shares/units by an investor, and are not
considered to be an annual calculation for the
purposes of UCITS Regulations.

•

ID 1093: Umbrella UCITS management
companies are required to establish and maintain
an email address for correspondence with the CBI
at umbrella level.

•

ID 1092: Individual and group limits for deposits
for or cash booked in accounts and held as
ancillary liquidity are provided for by Regulation
70 of the UCITS Regulations. These limits
apply for both investment and ancillary liquidity
purposes irrespective of the nature of the
account.



UCITS – Updated Performance Fee Guidance
On 10 June 2019, the CBI published updated UCITS
Performance Fees Guidance. The new update centres
around two key points;
•

The sections concerning prospectus disclosures,
starting prices, and depositary verification have
been deleted/partially deleted as the Guidance has
now been superseded by Regulation 40(1)(a) of the
Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act
2013 (Section 48(1)) (Undertakings for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations
2019 (S.I. No. 230 of 2019).

•

In the section on multi-manager/adviser UCITS,
the CBI have removed a reference stating that for
these types of UCITS, the performance fee should
be payable only on the performance of that part
of the portfolio for which the investment manager/
advisor is responsible.
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The remainder of the changes relate to information
that has been removed. It has been deemed no longer
relevant or a typographical error by the CBI and is
detailed in the seven points below;
•

ID 1049: Section relating to the correlation of the
sub-categories of the same commodity.

AWM regulatory landscape:
May 2019 - July 2019
•

ID 1051: Section relating to the reporting
requirements of UCITS management companies
and UCITS depositaries for the second set of halfyearly accounts.

•

ID 1052: Section relating to UCITS management
companies for compliance with UCITS
Regulations by June 2016.

•

ID 1058: Section relating to reporting
requirements of UCITS management companies
for the first annual/half yearly audited reports

•

ID 1059: Section relating to the provisions set out
under UCITS Regulations in regard to internally
managed investment companies.

•

ID 1075: Section relating to UCITS management
companies and UCITS self-managed investment
companies and their ability to make changes to
their organisational structure during a transitional
period.

•

ID 1083: Section relating to the permittance of
where cash accounts can be held in situations
where cash is booked in accounts and held as
ancillary liquidity.

The Q&A is available here.



On 16 July 2019, the CBI released its twenty seventh
edition of the UCITS Q&A document.
This update contains the removal of two sections from
the previous update on 06 June 2019;
•

ID 1070: This section formerly contained wording
which detailed that second half yearly accounts’
format should follow that of the first half yearly
accounts. This information has now been
removed.

•

ID 1072: Section previously containing reference
to half-yearly accounts’ submission deadline
within two months of the period end – this has
also been deleted.

The Q&A is available here.

Closet Indexing – Review Findings
On 18 July 2019, the CBI produced a letter for industry
regarding its thematic review of closet indexing of
UCITS funds. The purpose of the letter is to highlight
key supervisory issues and set out actions to mitigate
these issues. Additionally the CBI has initiated
supervisory engagements in situations where specific
issues have been identified within individual UCITS.
The key findings from the review are as follows;
•

Occurrences of poor controls and governance by
Boards.

•

Instances in which the fund target outperformance
versus an index was less than the fee charged to
some of the fund’s share classes. This resulted
in investors only breaking even/receiving positive
returns, as the fee charged cancelled out even the
maximum outperformance achieved.

•

Examples in the KIID’s past performance section
that included no comparator, which prevented
investors from determining if the fund represented
good value relative to its benchmark.

•

Cases of insufficient or inaccurate information
in the prospectus and Key Investor Information
Document (‘KIID’) concerning the fund’s investment
strategy

The letter is available here.
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Brexit – Financial Services FAQ
On 10 June 2019, the CBI released its updated Brexit
FAQ for financial services firms. The purpose of the
document is to provide general information to firms
who are considering relocating operations from the UK
to Ireland.
This update contains one significant change from the
previous update on 28 March 2019 detailed below.
The CBI has addressed whether Irish authorised firms
can second staff from the UK to do business that was
formerly done by a UK authorised entity. The CBI has
confirmed that it will consider applications for the use
of secondees on a case by case basis. The key areas
the CBI will examine include the time being dedicated
to the operations of the Irish firm, the availability of
sufficient local management resources to oversee the
seconded employees, and whether the interests of the
secondees are aligned with the Irish firm.
The FAQs are available here.



Brexit - Ireland’s Preparedness for UK
Withdrawal from EU
On 16 July 2019, the Government of Ireland (‘GoI’)
published its latest communication to the public
concerning Ireland’s preparedness for the withdrawal
of the UK from the EU. The most recent update to the
Brexit Contingency Action Plan follows the extension of
Article 50 which had extended the deadline date until
31 October 2019.
The report is over one hundred pages long and
is structured into two sections. Section A of the
report deals with the context, and covers planning,
communications/stakeholders engagement, economic
and budgetary response, and relations with Northern
Ireland. Section B covers contingency planning across
a broad range of sectors and key issues. This new
update puts particular focus on parts of the business
sector most exposed to Brexit. It further emphasises
that Ireland’s approach to facing the challenges posed
to Brexit will be done in conjunction and with the
support of the other EU member states.
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The Report re-enforces the core objectives for Ireland
in any Brexit scenario. This includes notably but not
limited to; protecting the peace process (avoiding a
hard border with Northern Ireland), maintaining the
Common Travel Area, minimizing the impact on trade/
economy, protecting the all island economy, and
reinforcing the commitment to and participation in the
EU.
The Report is available here.



SEAR
On 19 June 2019, the DoF announced that the Minister
for Finance and Public Expenditure & Reform will
progress the Central Bank (Amendment) Bill 2019 (‘the
Bill’). The purpose of the Bill is to improve accountability
and transparency in the financial sector.
The legislation proposes improvements to the
sustainability of the financial system and seeks to
ensure better outcomes for consumers.
There will now also be a focus on drafting Heads of Bill
for Government to provide for the following topics;
•

Individual accountability through the Senior
Executive Accountability Regime (‘SEAR’)

•

Conduct standards for firms and individuals with
binding and enforceable obligations,

•

An enhanced fitness & probity regime

•

A breaking of the “participation link” that requires
the CBI to prove a financial services firm has
contravened legislation before being allowed take
action

•

Technical amendments to strengthen existing
legislation.

The announcement is available here.
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Investment Limited Partnership Bill 2019
On 20 June 2019, the Government of Ireland released
the Investment Limited Partnerships (Amendment)
Bill 2019 (‘the 2019 Bill’). The proposed updates are
twofold, and relate to both the Limited Partnership
Act 1994 and the Irish Collective Asset Management
Vehicles (‘ICAV’) Act 2015.

Irish Collective Asset Management Vehicles
(‘ICAV’) Act 2015
•

Charges: The priority of charges created by
investment companies will not changes if they
choose to register as ICAVs.

•

Corporate Powers: Updates relating to the
corporate powers of ICAVs.

•

Corporate Seal: Increased provisions concerning
corporate seals by ICAVs.

•

Principal Object Clause: An amendment to be
added in relation to this clause of UCITS ICAVs.

Limited Partnership Act 1994
•

The term ‘limited partner’ to be redefined to further
explain the meaning of limited liability within a
limited partnership interest.

•

ILPs’ names will be allowed to be translated in
foreign countries in the same language as the local
foreign jurisdiction.

•

Amendments to be made to align the 2019 Bill
with other equivalent published legislation for other
Irish fund structure types. Terminology also to be
updated to reflect the content in the current AIFMD
and other regulated fund legislation.

•

Limited Partner Actions: Increased detail on the
actions that limited partners are allowed take in
the limited partnership, while retaining their limited
liability.

•

Limited Partnership Agreement: Amendments may
be made if agreed upon by a majority of the limited
partners.

•

ILPs will be permitted to be set-up as umbrella
funds with segregated liability between sub-funds
within the structure.

•

The capital contribution provisions and the
provision concerning the return of capital will be
amended.

•

Parties will have greater authority over agreeing
specific terms that are applicable in their limited
partnership agreement.

The Legislation is available here.



Data Protection – Processors & Controllers
On 26 June 2019, the Data Protection Commission
released Guidance detailing the requirement on
processors and controllers to engage in a data
processing contract under the GDPR, information on
when a contract is needed, and the minimum provisions
necessary for a contract. The regulation is applicable
to all firms in both the public and private sector where
processing exists.
Controllers are obligated under the GDPR to
only engage with processors that have adequate
organisational and technical measures. Controllers
and processors must additionally comply with their
record-keeping and data security obligations. Both
parties should also be aware that fines/penalties may
be enforced if there is a failure to meet any of these
requirements.

Ireland AWM Regulatory Update |
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The change in the data processing contracts’
obligations from prior legislation is the increase in
mandatory provisions. New requirements include the
inclusion of the following information; the nature and
purpose of the processing, type of personal data,
categories of data subjects, rights of the controller,
duration of the processing, and the subject matter.
There are also several additional provisions listed in
the guidance such as liability provisions which may be
included if agreed upon by both parties.
The Guidance is available here.

(b) Article 46 – Transfers Subject to Appropriate
Safeguards
GDPR allows the transfer of data without an adequacy
decision if the processor or controller has adopted
appropriate safeguards. These safeguards may include;
•

Standard Data Protection Clauses: they represent
an alternative legal basis to adequacy decisions.
They are approved by the European Commission
and enable the free flow of data via a contract.
Standard contractual clauses within the contract
allow individuals to enforce their rights against data
importers and exporters.

•

Binding Corporate Rules (‘BCRs’): they make-up a
legally binding internal code of conduct functioning
within a multinational group. They apply for
movement of data from European Economic Area
(‘EEA’) groups to non-EEA groups. There are two
types of BCRs for both controllers and processors.
More information can be found on both in Article
47 of GDPR.

•

Approved Codes of Conduct: Article 40(3) of GDPR
has introduced circumstances whereby codes of
conduct are permitted as transfer tools.

•

Approved Certification Mechanisms: the
mechanisms can be used to prove the existence
of appropriate safeguards provided by processors
and controllers in third countries. In addition these
processors and controllers would also have to
make binding and enforceable commitments to
apply the safeguards.

•

A Legally Binding and Enforceable Instrument
between Public Authorities or Bodies: the contract
must also include binding and enforceable rights
for individuals whose data is being transferred.



Data Protection – Personal Data Movement
On 26 June 2019, the Data Protection Commission
published Guidance in relation to the movement of
personal data outside of the European Economic
Area (‘EEA’) to third countries and international
organisations. The aim of the information released is
to ensure full compliance with GDPR. The note give
detail on three articles within the regulation;

(a) Article 45 – Transfers on the Basis of an
Adequacy Decision
If the EU has deemed the third party (country or
organisation) to be of a standard offering a sufficient
level of protection; then there is an ‘adequacy
decision’. This means that data is allowed to flow to
the third party without any requirements for further
safeguards. The decision is made by various bodies
and representatives in the EU, and is based issues such
as the third party’s laws, data protection rules, national
security, and human rights record.
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(c) Article 49 – Derogations for Specific Situations
Derogations or exemptions to the general principle
of adequate data protection are possible in certain
scenarios. Data exporters should exhaust the safeguard
options listed in section (b) above before pursuing this
option. The derogations permit the transfer of data in
very specific situations, e.g. public interest and the
exercise of legal claims.
The Guidelines is available here.



Prospectus Regulation – Consultation Paper
On 15 July 2019, the CBI published a consultation
paper containing amendments to the Prospectus
Rules. The consultation was issued to stakeholders in
early December 2018, as a result of a CBI proposal to
amend the Prospectus Rules following changes to Irish
prospectus law. These changes to the law took place as
a result of new prospectus regulation. The consultation
paper is split into two different sections covering five
specific questions.

Section I: Additional requirements to be contained
in the Investment Market Conduct Rules
Question 1: Stakeholders are asked to give feedback
on the proposal requiring Universal Registration
Documents (‘URD’) to be filed and disseminated,
Question 2: Stakeholders are requested to provide
comments on the proposal requiring the Exempted
Document to be filed with the CBI at the time that it’s
published.
Question 3: Request to stakeholders concerning
hyperlinks to prospectus.
Question 4: Inquiry of stakeholders regarding the
retention of any advertisements disseminated.

Section II: Key amendments to the Prospectus
Rules
Question 5: General query to stakeholders in relation to
the new Prospectus Rules listed. The key amendments
include submission and filings, disclosure regimes,
the authority of agents, and closed end collective
investment undertakings.
Responses to the consultation paper will be made
available to the public on the CBI website in due
course. The amendments to the Prospectus Rules have
been consolidated into the new Investment Market
Conduct Rules which were published in late July.
The Consultation is available here.



Central Securities Depositories Regulation
On 22 July 2019, the Government of Ireland (‘GoI’)
published a press release outlining its approval of draft
legislation with the aim of assisting the transition of
the Irish securities market, from its current settlement
system based in London to the settlement system
operated by Euroclear Bank, Belgium.
The technical specifications of the legislation will
include;
•

Conditions that issuers must meet to take part
in migration to the new system, including the
issuing of a circular and the passing of a Special
Resolution.

•

Information to be contained in the circular.

•

Quorum for the Special Resolution

•

Filing provision under the Companies Act.

•

Statement required to be filed by issuers with the
Companies Registration Office and the Listing
Authority concerning transfer conditions.

•

Empowering the Minister to make regulations in
order to finalise a precise migration date or dates.

The draft legislation is available here.

Ireland AWM Regulatory Update |
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•

Transparency – Guidance On Regulatory
Framework
On 23 July 2019, the CBI produced a new guidance
document which deals with the transparency regulatory
framework. The document has six sections;
•

Notification of home member state: This should
be done to the CBI via the standard form for
disclosure of home member state published on
ESMA’s website.

The link is available here.
•

•

The Guidance is available here.



Transparency – Q&A Update



Publication and dissemination of regulated
information: This information must be sent
directly to a regulatory information service (‘RIS’)
or indirectly to a RIS through Euronext Dublin’s
announcements service (‘Euronext Direct’). In
cases when a RIS is not available, issuers should
inform the CBI and specify the details of the two
news wire services ensuring the dissemination, and
the circumstances surrounding why there is a need
for dissemination.
Periodic financial information: Annual and halfyearly financial reports must be communicated to
media in unedited full text, i.e. unedited within the
announcement published on a RIS. Additionally the
CBI has warned that failure to release reports on
time, or non-compliance with any other provision
of the transparency law within the Investment
Market Conduct Rules, may result in administrative
sanctions or suspended market trading (in the case
of Euronext Dublin).

•

Major Shareholding: Disclosures to the CBI and
notifications to issuers should be completed
on a timely and suitable basis as detailed in the
Guidance document available below.

•

Filing of regulated information with the CBI and
OAM: Euronext Dublin is the designated Officially
Appointed Mechanism (‘OAM’) entity in Ireland
that stores regulated information. All issuers whose
home member state is Ireland should make file
regulated information with Euronext Dublin via
Euronext Direct here.
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Third Country Equivalence: The CBI has concluded
that no other state currently has equivalent laws on
issuers as laid out in the Transparency Regulations.

On 23 July 2019, the CBI released the 2nd dition of its
Q&A document relating to the transparency regulatory
framework. The Q&A has been updated primarily due
to the Transparency Regulations being adopted into the
new Investment Market Conduct Rules. The following
changes have been made from the first edition;
•

ID 1001: This question relates to compliance with
reporting obligations under the Transparency
Regulation, and the location of relevant reporting
forms. This section has been deleted as it is no
longer relevant.

•

ID 1002: This relates to a query about compliance
with obligations under the Transparency
Regulations to file regulated information with
the CBI, and how such information should be
submitted. This section has been deleted as it is no
longer relevant.

•

ID 1003: This section concerns issuers subject
to the Transparency Regulations, and whether
they are required to have a Legal Entity Identifier
(‘LEI’) for the filing of information with the Irish
Stock Exchange (‘ISE’) as the Officially Appointed
Mechanism (‘OAM’). This section has been deleted
as it is no longer relevant.

•

ID 1004: This query deals with older Transparency
Rules that were updated on 4 November 2016,
and the changes that were made. This section has
been deleted as it is no longer relevant

The Q&A is available here.



Conduct:
the latest developments
Central Bank of Ireland - Investment
Market Conduct Rules 2019

•

Established a new wholesale market conduct risk
team.

On 24 July 2019, the Central Bank of Ireland (‘CBI’)
published and entered into force new Investment Market
Conduct Rules. The new rules consolidate all the CBI’s
imposed market requirements into a single statutory
document, and are issued under the Companies Act
2014, Part 23. Furthermore, the new rules repeal and
replace the previously issued Transparency Rules &
Market Abuse Rules, and the Prospectus Rules. The
document is split into the following sections;

•

Written to the CEOs of all regulated financial firms
giving guidance on the topic.

•

Announced new themed reviews and inspections of
selected firms.

Part 1 – Preliminary & General: This lists definitions of
key terms and explains the acronyms which are used in
the text.
Part 2 – Transparency Requirements: This contains
all the information summarised in the guidance
document (see page 15), including application of
part, dissemination of information, periodic financial
information, major shareholdings information, filing of
regulated information, and third countries.
Part 3 – Market Abuse Requirements: This section has
no updates from previous version of the document
(update solely incorporation into Investment Market
Conduct Rules). Areas of focus include obligation to cooperate, reasonable care regarding announcements, and
dealing with market rumours.
Part 4 – Prospectus Requirements: This deals with
the areas summarised in the prospectus regulatory
guidance documents (see page 13). Topics include
application of part, display of certain statements,
submission and filing of information, compliance during
submission, and other specific requirements.
Part 5 – Final Provisions: The last section of the text
that lists the Rules to be revoked as part of this new
legislation. The revoked list contains the Prospectus
Rules, the Market Abuse Rules, and The Transparency
Rules.
The Rules are available here.



Wholesale Market Conduct
– Latest Updates
Conduct risk has emerged as one of the key priorities
for the Central Bank of Ireland (‘CBI’) in 2019. Since the
beginning of the year the CBI has;

The Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) has similarly
focused heavily on the conduct of firms in the UK. The
FCA has produced a five question programme with the
aim of supporting internal programmes for improving
conduct in a systematic manner that enables firms to
challenge themselves, and informally benchmark their
efforts across their industry. This model can similarly be
a useful tool for Irish firms unsure of the next steps they
should take to combat inadequate conduct risk. The five
questions are;
•

What proactive steps do you take as a firm to
identify the conduct risks inherent within your
business?

•

How do you encourage the individuals who work
in front, middle, back office, control and support
functions to feel and be responsible for managing
the conduct of their business?

•

What support (broadly defined) does the firm put in
place to enable those who work for it to improve the
conduct of their business or function?

•

How does the Board and ExCo (or appropriate
senior management) gain oversight of the conduct
of business within their organisation and equally
importantly, how does the Board or ExCo consider
the conduct implications of the strategic decisions
that they make?

•

Has the firm assessed whether there are any other
activities that it undertakes that could undermine
strategies put in place to improve conduct?

It is becoming increasingly critical that financial
services firms value the trust that stakeholders place
in the business to ensure no harm to their customers
or the markets. This can be most readily achieved by
addressing all the requirements prescribed by the CBI,
as well as adopting best practice techniques in the area
of conduct.
If you would like to talk to us about a review
of your conduct framework, please contact us
here.
Ireland AWM Regulatory Update |
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Conduct:
the latest developments
Examples Of Financial Misconduct

£1.1bn

£284m

£163m

$9bn

£640k

$102m

£227m

$34.3m

Standard
Chartered

Barclays
Bank

Deutsche
Bank AG

Various
banks

Barclays

HSBC

FX practices
breaches

AML for
trades that
were ‘highly
suggestive’
of financial
crime

Libor
scandal

Fined for
currency
rigging/front
running
clients.
Trader
convicted
of fraud

Goldman
Sachs

Risk sensitive
policies and
procedures,
and AML
controls

CEO fined for
misconduct
in relation to
whistleblowing

Deutsche
Bank AG
Fine for
LIBOR and
EURIBOR
- related
misconduct

Timely
reporting for
reportable
transactions

Source: PwC Wholesale Conduct Risk Content Slide Deck

Conduct Risk Framework

Source: PwC Wholesale Conduct Risk Content Slide Deck
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Culture & Diversity:
the latest developments
European Supervisory Authorities
Consumer Protection Day 2019
– Importance of Culture

Successful Decision Making in
the Funds Industry – Diversity

On 28th June 2019, the Director General of Financial
Conduct of the Central Bank of Ireland (‘CBI’) Derville
Rowland spoke at the Joint European Supervisory
Authorities Consumer Protection Day 2019 in Dublin. As
part of her speech, Ms Rowland addressed the critical
issue of culture in financial institutions.
Ms Rowland emphasised that customers and
shareholders suffer the most as a result of misconduct
in the industry, and one of the main reasons for this
poor behaviour is due to insufficient standards of
organisational culture.
The CBI’s Strategic Plan 2019-2021 will seek to
enhance the protection of both investors and
consumers through an increased focus on the
operation of financial markets and the regulation of
behaviour in regulated firms. The purpose of this focus
is primarily linked to a broader goal in the EU; to ensure
Member States’ citizens are properly dealt with in their
financial dealings wherever they are in the EU.
Over the last 12 months, the CBI has undertaken a
thematic review of UCITS performance fees to ensure
their fair calculation in respect of protecting investors’
interests. Similarly there is an ongoing review to ensure
there is no index tracking within actively managed
Irish domiciled UCITS funds. These reviews are useful
yardsticks for the CBI to monitor culture and behaviour
within firms in Ireland.
More information from the speech is available
here.



In mid-May, the Director of Securities and Markets
Supervision of the CBI Colm Kincaid delivered a speech
to the Irish Fund Directors Association (‘IFDA’) event for
diversity and culture.
Mr Kincaid stated that the best practice culture in
firms should be one that supports the objectives which
are the desired achievement of financial services
regulations. This includes analysing and understanding
how decisions are made as well as the related
consequences that arise for investors.
Diversity of a variety of areas including age, gender,
thought, experience, etc. are all a powerful means for
firms to identify and understand the complex risks that
lie ahead of them, while also providing the necessary
ability to devise suitable solutions. Additionally firms
can limit the risk of the negative consequences of
unconscious bias and groupthink, which can be
of practical benefit in exercises that are regularly
undertaken in the funds industry such as scenario
analysis and risk assessments.
For the last three years, the CBI has published data
on an annual basis on the gender profile of senior
roles being processed via its fitness and probity
regime questionnaire. One of the key findings is that
women account for only one quarter of the submitted
applications. This figure is indicative of the gap that still
exists in just one aspect of diversity at the highest level
of management in Irish firms in the funds industry.
Read the full speech on Diversity and Culture
here.



If you would like to talk to someone at PwC
who could assist your firm in the areas of
diversity and culture, please contact us here.
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Culture & Diversity:
the latest developments
(a) Gender analysis by firm status
Firms seeking authorisation 2017

Firms seeking authorisation 2018

Existing Firms 2017

Existing Firms 2018
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Source: Central Bank of Ireland - Demographic analysis – Applications for Pre-Approval Controlled Functions
(PCF) roles in regulated firms – 2018

(b) Asset Management sector applications per level by gender
Board Level 2017

Board Level 2018

Management Level 2017
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Source: Central Bank of Ireland - Demographic analysis – Applications for Pre-Approval Controlled Functions
(PCF) roles in regulated firms – 2018
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PwC Asset & Wealth
Management Credentials
As a firm we are proud of the depth and breadth of insights and access to
networks we can bring to our clients. In Ireland and internationally, we have an
unrivalled client base that allows us to identify and share developing trends and
issues.

A dedicated Asset & Wealth Management team with unrivalled experience.
It is our people, our experience and our passion to contribute to your success that
makes us the right team for you. Our Asset & Wealth Management group is the
largest in Ireland with nearly 400 investment professionals and staff.

Building on our track record of delivering alternative thinking. We use
our knowledge to both shape and drive regulation and help our clients, not
just in implementing new standards and requirements, but to prepare for future
requirements and to ensure that products are properly designed.

Financial Statements Audit

Regulatory Advisory Services

Trust is an important factor in gaining
and sustaining the confidence of your
stakeholders.

Regulatory change has imposed
significant additional requirements and
costs on all fund managers. Our suite of
services includes:

Using our experience and proven track
record we can provide the smooth and
efficient audit needed to give comfort to
you and your stakeholders.

Tax Advice
We have a dedicated group of tax
professionals, focused on international
and local tax issues facing fund
managers. We have a wealth of
resources and expertise to assist you in
addressing the various tax challenges
such as:

• Advice on regulatory obligations
• Assurance on regulatory reporting
systems and controls
• Assistance with Central Bank of
Ireland regulatory authorisations
• Regulatory remediation support

• Corporate tax advice
• Financial transactions taxes
• Transfer pricing
• International tax consulting services
• Global tax compliance services
• VAT services
Ireland AWM Regulatory Update |
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Operations Effectiveness

Independent Valuation Services

Asset management companies face people,
process and cost challenges similar to many
other financial services companies. Our suite
of services to help firms to overcome these
challenges includes:

We have the know-how, experience and
network to select and use the right valuation
approach and judgements.

• Process intelligence
• Drafting or updating process maps and
procedures manuals
• Pre/Post acquisition/disposal services
• Client Assets/Investor Money advice
• Outsourcing/off shoring advice and reviews

Digital, Data, Technology and Cyber
Services
Asset management entities are faced with
digital, technological, information security and
data issues similar to many other financial
services companies, while they also seek
to simplify business models and improve
efficiency. PwC can assist by improving
existing technology and helping with new
solutions, while keeping your systems secure.
Our suite of services includes:
• Digital strategy and system selection
support

We can help you assess, design and implement
best in class valuation operating models and
governance structures.
We can assist in the establishment of a
Valuation Committee, advising as to its
composition, mandate and accountabilities,
specifying a reporting and monitoring plan.

Internal Audit Services
Directors and senior management of fund
management companies need to understand
the organisation’s objectives, risk management
priorities, regulatory environment and critical
stakeholders’ needs to maximise the value and
effectiveness of the internal audit function. We
can help by:
•

Developing and assessing whether your
internal audit and risk management
methodologies are delivering as effectively
as possible to stakeholders.

•

Solving your resourcing problems including
full outsourcing or complementing your
team with specialist skills or geographical
coverage.

•

Developing training solutions unique to
your business using our extensive market
and industry knowledge.

• System implementation
• Cyber security services
• Project management of IT/Digital projects

Governance
Boards of Directors often need support to
adapt to the fast pace of change within the
industry. In addition, they will often seek an
additional layer of comfort over the companies
they are over-seeing. Our suite of services
includes:

Strategy and Distribution Advice

• Corporate governance reviews

The strategy team undertake corporate plans,
feasibility studies, commercial due diligence
and market research.

• Assistance with Compliance or Risk
Management Frameworks
• Reviewing approaches to Organisation
Effectiveness
• Tailored director training
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At its core Strategy is about helping clients
to make choices - which market they want
to play in, what products/services they need
to win with and what capabilities they should
leverage.

Upcoming deadlines

August 2019

• December Interim Financial Statements: The deadline date for the filing of
accounts for December interim financial statements is due by 31 August 2019 (2
months after the middle of the reporting period)

September 2019

• Prospectus: Updated prospectus due by 30 September 2019

October 2019

• Brexit, TPR & June Year-End Financial Statements: The deadline date by which
time the UK must choose whether to opt for a no-deal Brexit, ratify the exit treaty, or
cancel its departure from the EU.
• The FCA extended the notification window for the Temporary Permissions Regime
(“TPR”) from the initial deadline of the end of 28 March 2019 to the end of 11 April
2019. This has been further extended to 30 October 2019. This is as a consequence
of the agreement between the EU Council and the UK Government on a delay to the
process of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU.
• The deadline for the filing of accounts for June year-end financial statements is due by
31 October 2019 (4 months after the year-end date).
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Our Team

Ken Owens
Partner
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
T: +353 1 7928542
ken.owens@pwc.com

Lesley Bell
Director
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
M: +353 1 792 8133
lesley.bell@pwc.com

Geraldine Brehony
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
geraldine.brehony@pwc.com
T: +353 1 792 8037

Louise Treacy
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
louise.m.treacy@pwc.com
T: +353 1 792 8086

Michelle Forkan
Manager
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
michelle.forkan@pwc.com
T: +353 1 7928811

Tara Doogan
Manager
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
tara.doogan@pwc.com
T: +353 1 7926682

Eileen Molenaar
Senior Associate
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
eileen.molenaar@pwc.com
T: +353 1 792 5568

Philip Cullen
Associate
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
cullen.philip@pwc.com
T: +353 1 7925866
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© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers. All rights reserved. This content is for general information
purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors. Not for further distribution without the permission of PwC. PwC refers to the Irish member
firm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC network. Each member firm is a separate legal
entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details. PwC firms help organisations and
individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network of firms in 158 countries with
close to 169,000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory
services. This content is for general information purposes only, and should not be used as a
substitute for consultation with professional advisors.
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